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Abstract

The prevalent method in syntax and semantics research involves obtaining a judgment of the acceptability of a sentence / meaning pair, typically by just the author of the paper, sometimes with feedback from colleagues. This methodology does not allow proper testing of scientific hypotheses because of (a) the small number of experimental participants (typically one); (b) the small number of experimental stimuli (typically one); (c) cognitive biases on the part of the researcher and participants; and (d) the effect of the preceding context (e.g., other constructions the researcher may have been recently considering). In the current paper we respond to some arguments that have been given in support of continuing to use the traditional non-quantitative method in syntax / semantics research. One recent defense of the traditional method comes from Phillips (2008), who argues that no harm has come from the non-quantitative approach in syntax research thus far. Phillips argues that there are no cases in the literature where an incorrect intuitive judgment has become the basis for a widely accepted generalization or an important theoretical claim. He therefore concludes that there is no reason to adopt more rigorous data collection standards. We challenge Philips’ conclusion by presenting three cases from the literature where a faulty intuition has led to incorrect generalizations and mistaken theorizing, plausibly due to cognitive biases on the part of the researchers. Furthermore, we present additional arguments for rigorous data collection standards. For example, allowing lax data collection standards has the undesirable effect that the results and claims will often be ignored by researchers with stronger methodological standards. Finally, we observe that behavioral experiments are easier to conduct in English than ever before, with the advent of Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk, a marketplace interface that
can be used for collecting behavioral data over the internet.
1. Introduction

The prevalent method in syntax and semantics research over the past forty-five years has involved obtaining a judgment of the acceptability of a sentence / meaning pair, typically by just the author of the paper, sometimes with feedback from colleagues. As has often been noted in recent years (Schütze, 1996; Cowart, 1997; Edelman & Christiansen, 2003; Wasow & Arnold, 2005; Ferreira, 2005; Marantz, 2005; Featherston, 2007; Myers, 2009, Gibson & Fedorenko, 2010), the results obtained using this method are not necessarily generalizable because of (a) the small number of experimental participants (typically one); (b) the small number of experimental stimuli (typically one); (c) cognitive biases on the part of the researcher and participants; and (d) the effect of the preceding context (e.g., other constructions the researcher may have been recently considering). In order to address this methodological weakness, the authors above have argued that future syntax and semantics research should adopt the following standards, common in all behavioral sciences, when using acceptability judgments as evidence: (a) include many experimental participants; (b) include many experimental materials, in order to rule out effects due to idiosyncratic properties of individual experimental items (e.g., particular lexical items used in the critical sentences); (c) use naïve participants, all of whom are blind with respect to the research questions and hypotheses, and include distractor materials so that the experimental manipulations are not obvious to the participants; and (d) present counterbalanced lists of items to different experimental participants (in different random orders) to avoid effects of presentation order.

Despite the fact that these observations have been made many times, research in syntax and semantics continues in much the same way as before, as can be seen by
examining recent issues of syntax and semantics journals. The point of the current paper is to respond to some arguments that have been given in support of continuing to use the traditional non-quantitative method, including the recent defense by Phillips (2008). The long-term goal is to bring a change in the fields of syntax and semantics so that research questions in these fields are evaluated using quantitative methods.

The paper is organized as follows. We first briefly discuss how syntax and semantics questions are typically studied by language researchers in general and by researchers in the field of linguistics in particular (Section 2). We then summarize and respond to several arguments that have been provided in the literature in support of continuing to use the traditional non-quantitative method (Section 3). One recent claim, made by Phillips (2008), is that there are no cases in the literature where an incorrect intuitive judgment has become the basis for a widely accepted generalization or an important theoretical claim. Contrary to Phillips’ claim, we present three cases from the literature where a faulty intuition has led to incorrect generalizations and influential but mistaken theorizing (Sections 4-6). We finish with some concluding remarks in Section 7.

2. Background: Empirical investigations of syntax and semantics

There are two general ways to gather data in any scientific domain: through naturalistic observation or through controlled experiments. In language research, the naturalistic observation method consists of gathering corpora of naturally produced (written or spoken) language and analyzing the distributions of particular linguistic elements (e.g., syntactic constructions) in order to make inferences about the architecture of the language.
Several researchers have argued that corpus analyses constitute the optimal way to investigate language (Labov, 1975, 1996; Bresnan, 2007; Bresnan & Nikitina, 2009). However, in language, as in any scientific domain, controlled experiments are useful for (i) dissociating theoretically interesting dimensions of linguistic stimuli that may be correlated in naturalistic productions, and (ii) exploring uncommon phenomena that may be important for distinguishing among theories. Regarding the latter, it is a mistake to equate the rarity of a particular construction in a corpus with the syntactic and/or semantic ill-formedness of that construction, because production frequency is affected by many factors other than the syntactic and semantic complexity of an utterance, such as working memory demands (e.g., constructions with longer-distance dependencies may be dispreferred), or contextual factors (e.g., particular constructions may be licensed only by very specific contexts that may be very infrequent). Thus controlled experiments are critical in investigating syntactic and semantic phenomena.

Experiments that are designed to investigate syntactic or semantic research questions typically compare sentence materials in one condition to sentence materials in one or more other conditions, using some dependent measure (e.g., reading times, ratings of intuitive complexity / naturalness, event-related potentials, etc.). Because dependent measures in all experimental paradigms that involve the comprehension or production of sentences reflect the influences of many representational and processing factors (including but not limited to the syntax and semantics of the sentences under investigation), the interpretation of the results as being relevant to a particular syntactic or semantic question relies on a good experimental design, where factors other than the critical one(s) are not also different across conditions. Factors that must be controlled for
in experiments investigating syntactic / semantic questions include: properties of the lexical items in the sentence (e.g., their frequencies, their lexico-semantic complexity); the pragmatics of the sentence; the prosody of the sentence; the plausibility of the event(s) described in the sentence according to general world knowledge; the local discourse context; the working memory resources that are needed to process the sentence; and any other properties of the materials that have been shown to affect language comprehension / production (e.g., temporary ambiguities that may lead to processing difficulty) (e.g., Gibson & Pearlmutter, 1998).

Language researchers have used a wide variety of paradigms / dependent measures to investigate syntactic and semantic research questions, including self-paced reading or listening, eye-tracking during reading, elicited production (e.g., sentence completions or picture descriptions), eye-tracking in the visual domain while listening to / producing sentences, and brain imaging (PET, fMRI, EEG, MEG, NIRS) during reading or listening. A commonly used method in syntax and semantics research is the acceptability judgment task where participants are asked to judge the acceptability / naturalness of a sentence / meaning pair. The dependent measure is a judgment on some scale\(^1\) where the ends of the scale correspond to “acceptable” / “not acceptable”, “natural” / “unnatural”, “grammatical” / “ungrammatical”, “good” / “bad”, etc. Although

\(^1\) In a non-quantitative (single-participant / single-item) version of the acceptability judgment task a two- or three-point scale is typically used, usually consisting of “good” / “natural” / “grammatical” / “acceptable” vs. “bad” / “unnatural” / “ungrammatical” / “unacceptable” (usually annotated with an asterisk “*” in the papers reporting such judgments), and sometimes including a judgment of “in between” / “questionable” (usually annotated with a question mark “?”). In a quantitative version of the acceptability judgment task (with multiple participants and items) a fixed scale (a “Likert scale”) with five or seven points is typically used. Alternatively, a geometric scale is used where the acceptability of each target sentence is compared to a reference sentence. This latter method is known as magnitude estimation (Bard et al., 1996). Although some researchers have hypothesized that magnitude estimation allows detecting more fine-grained distinctions than Likert scales (Bard et al., 1996; Keller, 2000; Featherston, 2005, 2007), controlled experiments using both Likert scales and magnitude estimation suggest that the two methods are equally sensitive (Weskott & Fanselow, 2008, 2009; Fedorenko & Gibson, submitted, a).
the acceptability judgment task is a good paradigm for investigating questions in syntax and semantics\(^2\), most researchers do not use the acceptability judgment task in a quantitative way. In particular, they do not gather multiple observations in each condition, across experimental participants and items. A major advantage of quantitative methods is that they enable the use of inferential statistics to evaluate the likelihood of particular hypotheses.\(^3\)

Before proceeding to discuss some arguments that have been made in defense of the traditional non-quantitative method in syntax / semantics research, we would like to clarify two issues that sometimes confuse discussions of methods in language research. First, we have encountered arguments that the acceptability judgment task is somehow optimal for probing syntactic / semantic knowledge, compared to other tasks or dependent measures, like reading times. The claim is that in this paradigm it may be easier to focus on the syntactic / semantic properties of the stimulus. However, to the best of our knowledge, no evidence for such a claim exists. In a judgment of a sentence’s acceptability, all factors that affect language comprehension / production will be reflected. In order to isolate the effect of interest to syntax or semantics, it is necessary to use sentence materials that differ only in the critical syntactic / semantic property and are

\(^2\) It should be noted that some researchers have criticized the acceptability judgment method because it requires participants to be aware of language as an object of evaluation, rather than simply as a means of communication (Edelman & Christiansen, 2003). Whereas this concern is worth considering with respect to the research questions that are being evaluated, one should also consider the strengths of the acceptability judgment method: (1) it is an extremely simple and efficient task; and (2) results from acceptability judgment experiments are highly systematic across speakers and correlate with other dependent measures, presumably because the same factors affect participants’ responses across different measures (Schütze, 1996; Sorace & Keller, 2005).

\(^3\) In analyzing quantitative data, it is important to examine the distributions of individual responses in order to determine whether further analyses may be necessary, in cases where the population is not sufficiently homogeneous with respect to the phenomena in question. A wide range of analysis techniques are available for not only characterizing the population as a whole, but also for detecting stable sub-populations within the larger population or for characterizing stable individual differences (e.g., Gibson et al., 2009).
matched for all the other factors discussed above (and this is true regardless of what dependent measure is used: acceptability ratings, reading times, eye movements in the visual-world paradigm, etc.).

Second, we have encountered a claim that the reason for different kinds of methods being used across the different fields of language study (i.e., in linguistics vs. psycho-/neuro-linguistics) is that the research questions are different across these fields, and some methods may be better suited to ask some questions than others. Although the latter is likely true, the premise – that the research questions are different across the fields – is false. The typical claim is that researchers in the field of linguistics are investigating linguistic representations, and researchers in the fields of psycho-/neuro-linguistics are investigating the computations that take place as language is understood or produced. However, many researchers in the fields of psycho-/neuro-linguistics are also interested in the nature of the linguistic representations (at all levels; e.g., phonological representations, lexical representations, syntactic representations, etc.). By the same token, many researchers in the field of linguistics are interested in the computations that take place in the course of online comprehension or production. However, inferences – drawn from any dependent measure – about either the linguistic representations or computations are always indirect. And these inferences are no more indirect in reading times or event-related potentials, etc., than in acceptability judgments: across all dependent measures we take some observable (e.g., a participant’s rating on an acceptability judgment task or the time it took a participant to read a sentence) and we try to infer something about the underlying cognitive representations / processes. More

---

4 In fact, some methods in cognitive science and cognitive neuroscience were specifically developed to get at representational questions (e.g., lexical / syntactic priming methods, neural adaptation or multi-voxel pattern analyses in functional MRI).
generally, methods in cognitive science are often used to jointly learn about representations and computations, because inferences about representations can inform questions about the computations, and vice versa. For example, certain data structures can make a computation more or less difficult to perform, and certain representations may require assumptions about the algorithms being used.

In our opinion then, the distinction between the fields of linguistics and psycho-/neuro-linguistics is purely along the lines of the kind of data that are used as evidence for or against theoretical hypotheses: typically non-quantitative data in linguistics vs. typically quantitative data in psycho-/neuro-linguistics. Given the superficial nature of this distinction, we think that there should be one field of language study where a wide range of dependent measures is used to investigate linguistic representations and computations.

3. Arguments in favor of using the traditional non-quantitative method

In this section, we summarize seven arguments that we have encountered in favor of continuing to use the traditional single-sentence / single-participant non-quantitative method that is prevalent in the syntax / semantics literature.5

3.1.a A valid argument: Gathering quantitative data can sometimes be difficult

The first argument in favor of using the traditional non-quantitative method is a valid one: that, in circumstances where gathering data is difficult, it is better to gather as much data as possible, even if no statistical evaluation of hypotheses is possible (without

5 See http://www.talkingbrains.org/2010/06/weak-quantitative-standards-in.html for a recent presentation and discussion of some of these arguments.
a sufficient number of participants and/or items). For example, a speaker of a dying language may only be available for testing during a brief period of time. Of course, the conclusions that can be drawn from these data will be weaker and more speculative in nature than the conclusions based on quantitative data.

3.1.b An invalid argument: Gathering quantitative data is generally difficult

Circumstances like those described in 3.1.a do occur. However, the argument about general difficulty in gathering quantitative data is not valid. In particular, although there certainly are circumstances in language research where constraints exist on the amount of data that can be collected, in most of these circumstances, there is a constraint only on the number of participants or only on the number of trials. For example, consider a case of a speaker with a particular cognitive / neurological / genetic disorder. Such cases are often of great theoretical interest to language researchers because they enable inferences about the properties of the human cognitive system that are difficult or not possible to make by studying only healthy normally functioning individuals. However, it is often not possible to find many speakers with a similar cognitive / neurological / genetic profile, or – in some cases – averaging data from multiple speakers is not meaningful. For example, Caramazza (1986) advocates the single-patient case study approach in neuropsychological investigations of the language system because of high levels of variability in the cognitive deficits of brain-damaged patients, resulting from variability in the location, size, and severity of brain lesions. This variability makes inter-subject averaging meaningless: patients aren't similar enough to one another, and, as a result, valuable insights from cognitive profiles of single patients are likely to get lost in
the averaging process. In circumstances where only a single individual or a small group of individuals are being investigated, *many trials per participants per condition* are necessary. This ensures that the observed phenomena are stable within the individual and are not due to idiosyncratic properties of particular experimental materials.

An example where multiple participants are relatively easily available but only one or a few trials are possible due to a short attention span and/or other factors is a case of human infants / young children or participants with cognitive deficits affecting the individual’s ability to tolerate prolonged testing sessions (e.g., medium-/low-functioning individuals with autism). A solution in cases where only a small number of data points can be gathered from any given individual is to test *large numbers of participants* to ensure that the observed phenomena are stable in the population under investigation and are not due to idiosyncratic properties of particular individuals.

Critically, in the case of languages like English and in studying neurologically healthy adults (which is the case for most of research in syntax and semantics), the constraints above (on the number of participants or on the number of trials) do not apply. First, multiple speakers are easily available, and it is generally assumed by language researchers that people's language systems are similar across native speakers of a language (the fact that hundreds of language phenomena, including syntactic / semantic phenomena, have been documented to hold across speakers of a language validates this assumption). Note also that this assumption – about the cognitive systems of healthy individuals being similar to one another – is standard across all fields of psychology, and averaging responses across participants is therefore a standard practice. And second, neurologically healthy adults are capable of undergoing testing sessions lasting extended
periods of time, which means many trials per participant per condition can be gathered.

3.2 An invalid argument: Analyses of a small number of experimental participants are acceptable in other domains of cognitive research

A second argument for the continued use of the traditional non-quantitative method makes a parallel to fields of cognitive psychology like psychophysics, where data are gathered from a small number of participants, often fewer than five. If it is valid to investigate the responses of a small number of participants in those studies, then it should be similarly valid in linguistic research. We have two responses to this argument. First, psychophysics experiments include many (often hundreds of) trials per participant per condition (similar to cases where only a few participants are available, as discussed in 3.1.b), unlike syntax / semantics research, where there is typically a single experimental trial. The use of many trials per condition allows the use of inferential statistics. Second, unlike tasks involving higher-level cognitive processes (such as syntactic / semantic processing), there is plausibly less variability within and between participants in tasks typically investigated in psychophysics experiments, such as low-level visual or auditory perception tasks. Thus it is easier to generalize the findings from a small number of participants to the population at large. Such generalization is more difficult for a high-level cognitive process such as syntactic / semantic interpretation.

3.3 An invalid argument: Quantitative evidence is not always / ever sufficient for conclusively answering research questions, so why bother?

A third argument that we have encountered for using the traditional non-
quantitative method is that even if one gathers quantitative evidence using the methods that we advocate here, this will not guarantee the lack of confounding factors in the materials or the accurate interpretation of data by the experimenter. Although the premises that there may be confounds in experimental materials and/or that the researcher(s) may make incorrect inferences about the meaning of the experimental results are valid, it does not follow that quantitative methods shouldn’t be adopted. Indeed, if we apply this argument to all of science, we would conclude that because a single experiment is not enough to test a hypothesis adequately, we should never do any experiments, which is clearly absurd.

By adopting the methods advocated here, the experimenter will help minimize the presentation of data that are spurious, driven by one or more of the four problems with the traditional non-quantitative method presented above: (a)-(b) non-generalizeability due to small numbers of participants or items; (c) cognitive biases on the part of the researcher or participants; and (d) context effects. Issues such as (1) how theoretically important and clearly formulated the research question is; (2) how well designed the critical contrast is; and (3) whether reasonable alternative hypotheses are considered are orthogonal to whether the data that are collected are quantitative or non-quantitative in nature.

3.4 An invalid argument: Gathering quantitative evidence is inefficient and will slow down progress in linguistic research

A fourth argument that has sometimes been given to us for the continued use of the traditional non-quantitative method is that it would be too inefficient to evaluate
every syntactic / semantic hypothesis or phenomenon quantitatively. For example, Culicover & Jackendoff (2010) make this argument explicitly in their response to a letter we published in Trends in Cognitive Sciences summarizing the key problems with non-quantitative methods in linguistic research (Gibson & Fedorenko, 2010): “It would cripple linguistic investigation if it were required that all judgments of ambiguity and grammaticality be subject to statistically rigorous experiments on naive subjects, especially when investigating languages whose speakers are hard to access” (Culicover & Jackendoff, 2010, p. 234). Whereas we agree that in circumstances where gathering data is difficult, some evidence is better than no evidence (as discussed in 3.1 above), we do not agree that research would be slowed with respect to languages where experimental participants are easy to access, such as English. In contrast, we think that the opposite is true: the field’s progress is probably slowed by not doing quantitative research.

Suppose that a typical syntax / semantics paper that lacks quantitative evidence includes judgments for 50 or more sentences / meaning pairs, corresponding to 50 or more empirical claims. Even if most of the judgments from such a paper are correct or are on the right track, the problem is in knowing which judgments are correct. For example, suppose that 90% of the judgments from an arbitrary paper are correct (which is probably a high estimate). This means that in a paper with 50 empirical claims 45/50 are correct. But which 45? There are 2,118,760 ways to choose 45 items from 50. That’s over two million different theories. Indeed, the number of possible theories is even

---

6 Colin Phillips and some of his former students / postdocs have commented to us that, in their experience, quantitative acceptability judgment studies almost always validate the claim(s) in the literature. This is not our experience, however. Most experiments that we have run which attempt to test some syntactic / semantic hypothesis in the literature end up providing us with a pattern of data that had not been known before the experiment (e.g., Breen et al., in press; Fedorenko & Gibson, in press; Patel et al., 2009; Scontras & Gibson, submitted).
larger, because this result assumes that an experiment will either support or reject a hypothesis, whereas in many cases, the results may be in between, offering partial support or partial rejection of a hypothesis. By quantitatively evaluating the empirical claims, we reduce the uncertainty a great deal. To make progress, it is better to have theoretical claims supported by solid quantitative evidence, so that even if the interpretation of the data changes over time as new evidence becomes available – as is often the case in any field of science – the empirical pattern can be used as a basis for further theorizing.

Furthermore, as will be discussed in more depth in the presentation of Case Study 3 below, it is no longer expensive to run behavioral experiments, at least in English and other widely spoken languages. There now exists a marketplace interface – Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk – which can be used for collecting behavioral data over the internet quickly and inexpensively. The cost of using an interface like this is minimal, and the time that it takes for the results to be returned is short. For example, currently on Mechanical Turk, a survey of approximately 50 items will be answered by 50 or more participants within a couple of hours, at a cost of approximately $1 per participant. Thus a survey can be completed within a day, at a cost of less than $50. (The hard work of designing the experiment, and constructing controlled materials remains of course.)

Note that there is possibly some validity to not evaluating every empirical claim quantitatively. A problem then arises, however, in deciding when it is ok not to gather quantitative evidence. For any new interesting claim, there has to be some quantitative evidence in support of this claim (which is not the case in the current literature). It is
possible that some cases are so similar to others that an experiment is not needed to
evaluate those cases. However, we recommend gathering quantitative evidence for all
empirical claims, because conducting experiments is so easy to do. As we discuss in
Case Study 2 below, for example, we ran the study in the discussion of Case Study 2 in a
single day, including writing the items (which were admittedly similar to a previously
existing set of items), posting the survey on Mechanical Turk, obtaining and analyzing
the results.

3.5 An invalid argument: Linguists make better experimental participants because
they can ignore non-relevant factors in evaluating linguistic materials

A fifth argument that has sometimes been presented to us as a reason to use the
traditional non-quantitative methodology in linguistics research takes the form of a claim
about the kind of participants that are most useful in evaluating theoretical hypotheses in
linguistics. According to this claim, it is necessary to have detailed theoretical
knowledge of the critical hypotheses in order to have useful judgments on the relevant
effects. Naïve participants would therefore not be useful in evaluating linguistic
hypotheses: only syntactic theoreticians or semanticists who understand the relevant
features of the critical examples would be capable of providing useful judgments on
theoretically important contrasts. If this claim were true, then the study of language
would be unlike the study of any other domain of cognition, where behavioral effects are
present not only in theoretically-aware individuals, but also those who are theoretically-

7 Note that there is a tension between this claim and the Chomskyan idea that there is a universal language
faculty possessed by all native speakers of a language, including naïve subjects. Moreover, as discussed
above, the need to ignore irrelevant features of examples should be eliminated by good experimental
design: the experimenter reduces the possibility of confounding influences by controlling theoretically
irrelevant variables in the materials to be compared.
naïve. Indeed, in contrast to the present claim about the most useful experimental participants, naïve participants are actually more useful for evaluating theoretical hypotheses than participants who are aware of the theoretical hypotheses, because of the presence of cognitive biases in theoretically-aware participants. The existence of such cognitive biases makes interpreting the results of experiments with theoretically-aware participants difficult, perhaps even meaningless. We summarize some of these cognitive biases below. Because humans are subject to the cognitive biases discussed below, linguistic experiments should be carried out on naïve experimental participants, just like in every other area of science investigating human behavior.

**Cognitive Biases**

There exist at least two types of cognitive biases related to the issue of being naïve vs. non-naïve with respect to research questions / hypotheses that can negatively affect the results of single-subject / single-item experiments (see Schütze, 1996; Wasow & Arnold, 2005; Ferreira, 2005; Dabrowska, 2007; for similar observations):

1. *Confirmation bias on the part of the researcher*. The researcher often suffers from a confirmation bias that favors the outcome that is predicted by his/her hypothesis, resulting in a tendency to justify ignoring data from participants / materials that do not fit the predicted pattern. That is, the researcher will tend to pay attention to the data that are consistent with the expected pattern of results, but will tend to ignore the data that are inconsistent with the hypothesis and would thus falsify it (e.g., Wason, 1960), treating such data as noise or problematic in some way (e.g., from a speaker who is not quite native, or from a speaker who may speak a different dialect).
2. Confirmation bias on the part of the participants. People that are asked by the researcher to provide a judgment for some construction(s) – including the researcher him/herself – may be biased due to their understanding of the theoretical hypotheses. Faced with complex materials (e.g., a multi-clause sentence or a sentence involving ambiguity), they may then rely on this knowledge of the theoretical hypotheses to arrive at the judgment. This type of cognitive bias is known as belief or confirmation bias, such as the bias demonstrated in experiments by Evans, Barston & Pollard (1983) (cf. other kinds of confirmation bias, such as first demonstrated by Wason, 1960; see Nickerson, 1998, for an overview of many similar kinds of cognitive biases). In Evans et al.’s experiments, people were asked to judge the acceptability of a logical argument. Although the experimental participants were sometimes able to use logical operations in judging the acceptability of the arguments that were presented, they were most affected by their knowledge of the plausibility of the consequents of the arguments in the real world, independent of the soundness of the argumentation. They thus often made judgment errors, because they were unconsciously biased by the real-world likelihood of events.

More generally, when people are asked to judge the acceptability of a linguistic example or argument, they seem unable to ignore potentially relevant information sources, such as world knowledge, or theoretical hypotheses. Hence the participant population should be naïve to the theoretical hypotheses, and factors like world knowledge should be controlled in the materials, as discussed in Section 2.

3.6 An invalid argument: Presenting research at public forums is similar to testing
multiple experimental participants

A sixth argument for continuing to use the traditional non-quantitative methodology in linguistic research is that although the initial observations are only evaluated by a single individual (the researcher him/herself), through the process of sharing these observations with colleagues, as well as presenting them at talks and conferences (and eventually in published works), the judgments are subject to scrutiny from many different individuals and would only “survive” if they are shared by most native speakers of the relevant language. Aside from the fact that most of these individuals will not be naïve with respect to the research questions / hypotheses and therefore vulnerable to cognitive biases discussed in 3.5, research in social psychology has demonstrated that individuals are highly sensitive to social factors which have a strong effect on behavior in interactions with other individuals. Effects of social factors can be observed in both one-on-one interactions (e.g., a researcher sharing some observation with a colleague and eliciting judgments informally), and in group interactions (e.g., a researcher presenting his/her observations at a talk).

For example, colleagues that are asked by the researcher to provide a judgment may be biased due to their subconscious desire to please the researcher in some way, and, as a result, taking into account the researcher’s subtle positive or negative reactions in arriving at judgments. Such “observer-expectancy” effects have been reported in the social psychology literature for decades, and are sometimes referred to as the “clever Hans” effect (named after a horse that appeared to be able to count, but was instead responding to subtle subconscious cues from his trainer). This kind of an effect is also related to the Hawthorne effect, named after a factory where workers appeared to work
harder under slightly different lighting conditions, but were instead responding to the presence of the experimenter.

In larger groups – for example, during a talk – if you are an audience member and most people in the audience are agreeing about something, it is difficult to trust – and continue to defend – your own judgments when your judgments disagree with those of the majority, even if you are confident in them (e.g., Asch, 1951; Bond & Smith, 1996). This effect of social conformity is stronger in cases where the “majority” consists of members of your “in group” (e.g., Allen, 1965), which is always the case in the situations in question. Furthermore, social conformity is higher when individuals that are in disagreement with you are in a position of authority (e.g., Milgram, 1974), which is relevant in cases where, for example, the talk is given by someone who is well respected in the field.

As a result, taking positive feedback (agreement on some judgments) from your colleagues or from audiences at talks as evidence of a particular judgment being correct is not justified. Instead, naïve experimental participants who are performing the task based solely on their own intuitions and are not affected by cues from the experimenter and/or other individuals should be used.

### 3.7 An invalid argument: No harm has come from the non-quantitative approach in syntax / semantics research thus far

A seventh argument for continuing to use the traditional non-quantitative methodology in linguistic research is provided by Phillips (2008). Phillips (2008) argues that no harm has come from the non-quantitative approach in syntax research thus far,
and therefore he doesn't see a reason for the field to adopt stricter data collection and reporting standards. In particular, Phillips argues that the use of the traditional non-quantitative methodology in syntax has not caused a "crisis" in the field of syntax:

"In order for there to be a crisis, however, it would need to be the case that (i) Intuitive judgments have led to generalizations that are widely accepted yet bogus. (ii) Misleading judgments form the basis of important theoretical claims or debates. (iii) Carefully controlled judgment studies would solve these problems." (Phillips 2008, p. 3)

Phillips argues that the existence of incorrect intuitive judgments by itself is not a serious problem for research in syntax, because other researchers would evaluate the intuitive judgments carefully themselves before allowing those judgments to become the basis for either widely accepted generalizations or important theoretical claims (cf. 3.6 above). Thus, unless there are cases in the literature where an incorrect intuitive judgment has become the basis for a widely accepted generalization or an important theoretical claim, there is no evidence of any damage to the field of syntax ("a crisis") by allowing intuitive judgments obtained from single often non-naïve subjects as an accepted method for evaluating theories.

Phillips may be right that researchers will often ignore claims from papers with non-generalizeable intuitive judgments. But many researchers study languages that they don't speak, and therefore they won't be able to decide which judgments are reasonable and which ones are not. Thus linguistics is a field in which getting the empirical judgments correct in print is especially important. Moreover, allowing papers to be
published in conference proceedings and journals that don’t adhere to high methodological standards has the undesirable effect that the results presented in these papers will be ignored by researchers with stronger methodological standards because these results are based on an invalid methodology. If the standards are strengthened, then researchers with higher methodological standards are more likely to pay attention, and the field will progress faster. Relatedly, researchers from neighboring fields such as psychology, cognitive neuroscience and computer science are more likely to pay attention to the claims and the results if they are based on data gathered in a rigorous way (as pointed out in Section 2, many language researchers are interested in the same questions; besides, researchers in related domains – e.g., social cognition, reasoning – are also interested in the questions of linguistic representations and computations). Thus, whether or not there are any instances of faulty intuitions from the literature that have resulted in either widely accepted generalizations or important theoretical claims, it is undesirable to accept weak methodological practices in the field.

Indeed, we would argue that the use of the traditional non-quantitative methodology has in fact created a crisis in the field of syntax. Evidence of this crisis is that researchers in other fields of cognitive science no longer follow many developments in syntactic research, as has been observed by several researchers recently (e.g., Edelman & Christiansen, 2003; Ferreira, 2005; Roberts, 2008). Although data gathering and reporting may not be the only source of this crisis, improving data gathering and reporting can only help the situation. However, even setting this point aside, there are many examples from the literature of the kind that Phillips claims do not exist. We review a few that have been discussed in previous papers (Section 4) and discuss three
additional cases (Sections 5-6).

4. Faulty judgments from the literature

There are several examples of questionable judgments from the literature that have been discussed by others as potentially leading to incorrect generalizations and unsound theorizing. Wasow & Arnold (2005) discuss three cases: the first having to do with extraction from datives; the second having to do with the syntactic flexibility of idioms; and the third having to do with acceptability of certain heavy-NP shift items that were discussed in Chomsky (1955 / 1975). Phillips himself points out an example discussed by Schütze (1996): a disagreement in the literature between Aoun et al. (1987) and Lasnik & Saito (1984) about whether a complementizer can block the long-distance interpretation of *Why do you think that he left?* Phillips observes that few, if any, theoretical proposals attempt to explain these phenomena anymore, so that this is not an example that contradicts his claim.

Bresnan & Nikitina (2009) document several cases involving the dative alternation in English where incorrect judgments from the literature have led to incorrect theorizing. For example, according to judgments from Pinker (1989), Levin (1993), and Krifka (2001) manner-of-speaking verbs are grammatical with prepositional phrase syntax (e.g., *Susan whispered/yelled/mumbled/barked/muttered ... the news to Rachel.*) but ungrammatical with dative noun phrase syntax (e.g., *Susan whispered/yelled/mumbled/barked/muttered ... Rachel the news*). Bresnan & Nikitina (2009) observe, however, that people naturally generate dative noun phrase syntax with these verbs, as in the following examples: *Shooting the Urasian a surprised look, she*
muttered him a hurried apology as well before skirting down the hall, or “Hi baby.”

Wade says as he stretches. You just mumble him an answer. You were comfy on that soft leather couch. Besides .... On the basis of the existence of examples like these from naturalistic corpora, Bresnan & Nikitina (2009) argue that intuitively judging self-generated materials is a problematic method.

Featherston (2007) discusses two cases from the German syntax literature where the judgments of theoreticians disagree with the results of experiments that Featherston himself conducted. These are interesting cases, but, as noted by Fanselow (2007) and Grewendorf (2007), the results from Featherston’s experiments are not clear-cut, because other experiments have provided results that differ from Featherston’s and that are instead more consistent with the original claims from the theoretical literature. The inconsistencies between different sets of experimental findings suggest that there may be factors affecting the target judgments that are not well understood yet and that differed between the sets of experimental materials used in different investigations (e.g., animacy; Fanselow et al., submitted). The way to proceed in cases where inconsistent results are obtained in different experiments / by different research groups is to gather additional quantitative data, using better controlled materials and more similar methods across studies. Understanding the influences of factors that lead to such discrepancies may provide important insights into the nature of the representations / processes in question.

Because Phillips referenced the articles discussed above when he stated that there have never been cases that adversely affected the progress of the field of syntax (except for the studies by Bresnan and colleagues), he presumably would argue that these cases were not influential in leading to either widely accepted false generalizations or important
theoretical claims. We disagree. This is where definitions of what constitutes a "widely accepted" generalization or an "important" theoretical claim become subjective. Rather than argue about these definitions, we will provide three additional examples, which we think make similar points to the others in the literature. We hope that the increasing number of such examples will cause others to question Phillips’ claim that such damaging examples are not present in the literature.

5. Case study 1: subject- vs. object-modifying relative clauses

The first new example of a questionable judgment from the literature that we will present here pertains to research on nesting level and sentence acceptability. Many researchers (including an author of this paper (EG)) have argued that comparing the complexity of nested and non-nested syntactic structures is informative with regard to how working memory constrains sentence production and comprehension. This research topic does not concern syntactic representations, but it is closely related. In the first author's Ph.D. thesis it is argued that doubly nested relative clause structures are more complicated to understand when they modify a subject (1) than when they modify an object (2) (Gibson, 1991, examples (342b) and (351b) from pp. 145-147):

(1) The man that the woman that the dog bit likes eats fish.
(2) I saw the man that the woman that the dog bit likes.

That is, it was claimed that (1) is harder to understand than (2). Judgments to this effect were given in the thesis, but no quantitative data were presented. A theory of
nesting is presented such that (1) is correspondingly more complex than (2). In particular, it was proposed, following Yngve (1960) and Chomsky & Miller (1963), that sentence structures that contain a greater number of unresolved dependency relations are more complex than those that contain fewer. Sentence (1) has a maximum of five open dependency relations, at the point of processing the most embedded subject “the dog”: three open subject-verb relations corresponding to the three initial subjects “the man”, “the woman”, and “the dog”; and two open object-verb relation for the two occurrences of the relative pronoun “that”. In contrast, sentence (2) has only at most four open dependency relations during its processing, occurring at the same point in this sentence, at the most embedded subject “the dog”. The open relations are all the same as for (1), with the exception that the noun phrase “the man” has already received a dependency relation in the syntactic / semantic structure at this point, as the object of the verb “saw”. Thus (2) was argued to be less complex than (1).

A few years later, the first author attempted to “confirm” this intuition in collaboration with a student, James Thomas, in a series of acceptability rating experiments, each with several conditions, many items per condition, and many participants (Gibson & Thomas, 1996, 1997). Despite several attempts, Gibson & Thomas found no significant acceptability contrast between these two kinds of structures: people uniformly rated them as very unacceptable – less acceptable than several control structures – but not differentially so.

Later, Gibson et al. (2005) ran an on-line reading time experiment investigating simpler versions of (1) and (2), with only one relative clause instead of two:
Contrary to the prediction of the theory proposed by Yngve (1960), Chomsky & Miller (1963) and Gibson (1991) among numerous others, Gibson et al. (2005) observed that relative clauses modifying a subject were actually read *faster* than relative clauses modifying an object. That is, the relative clause “who the senator attacked” was read faster in (3) than in (4), and in several other similar comparisons (cf. Holmes, 1973; Hakes et al., 1976; who found related results using other methods).

Although these behavioral observations alone do not falsify the incomplete-dependency complexity hypothesis – in fact, Gibson et al. (2005) still argue that there is much evidence in support of such a hypothesis – these observations minimally suggest that there are other factors at play in the judgment of acceptability of examples like (1)-(4). Intuitive judgments alone, like those provided in Gibson (1991), will often lead the theorist astray.

6. Case studies 2 and 3: Multiple-wh-extraction effects

We will now discuss two further examples from the syntactic literature. For *Case study 2* some quantitative data are already available in the literature, and for *Case study 3* we will present new quantitative data.

*Case study 2*

Kuno & Robinson (1972) and Chomsky (1973) observed a subject / object asymmetry in
multiple-wh-questions and embedded multiple-wh-clauses in English. Specifically, in
clauses in which both the subject and object noun phrases are questioned, the items in
which the wh-subject (e.g., who) is clause-initial such as (5a) and (6a) are more
acceptable than items in which the wh-object (e.g., what) is clause-initial such as (5b) and
(6b):

(5)  a. Who bought what?
    b. * What did who buy?
(6)  a. Mary wondered who bought what.

The unacceptability of sentences like (5b) and (6b) was proposed by Chomsky to
be due to the Superiority Condition, which is a structural constraint on the movement of
elements such as wh--phrases. According to the Superiority Condition, an element X
cannot move to a structural position above another element Y in cases where Y is
superior to X, where “superior” was defined in terms of a c-/m-command relationship
between X and Y. The Superiority Condition therefore required noun phrases (NPs) to
appear in the order of their “superiority”, with more superior items preceding less
superior ones (subject NPs preceding direct object NPs, direct object NPs preceding
indirect object NPs, etc.). What is relevant for the first case study is the further claim due
to Bolinger (1978), and Kayne (1983) that sentences like (5b) and (6b) become more
acceptable with a third wh-phrase added at the end:
(7) a. ?* What did who buy where?
   
b. ?* Mary wondered what who bought where.

This empirical generalization resulted in several theoretical attempts to explain it, by postulating additional mechanisms, or making additional assumptions (e.g., Kayne, 1983; Pesetsky, 1987, 2000; Richards, 2001). It turns out, however, that when this intuition is evaluated using quantitative experimental methods, it does not hold. In particular, Clifton, Fanselow & Frazier (2006) evaluated the relative acceptability of examples like (7b), (6a) and (6b), and whereas they found a reliable difference between examples like (6a) on the one hand and (6b) and (7b) on the other, they found no difference between examples like (6b) and (7b). More recently, Fedorenko & Gibson (in press) evaluated the same kinds of materials in supportive contexts, and replicated Clifton et al., critically finding no difference between examples like (6b) and (7b). In particular, Fedorenko & Gibson (in press) evaluated materials like the following in supportive contexts:

(8) Peter was trying to remember
   
a. who carried what.
   
b. who carried what when.
   
c. what who carried.
   
d. what who carried when.
Whereas a large complexity difference was observed between (8a,b) on the one hand and (8c,d) on the other, no difference was observed between examples like (8c) and (8d), contrary to the judgments in the literature. This is therefore a further example of the kind that Phillips had claimed did not exist: an intuitive contrast from the literature that has led to a widely accepted incorrect generalization, and important theorizing that assumes the contrast.

Recently, in response to Fedorenko & Gibson’s (in press) evidence, Culicover & Jackendoff (2010) state that some further controls are needed in order to interpret the lack of a difference between examples like (8c) and (8d) in Fedorenko & Gibson’s experiment. In particular, Culicover & Jackendoff state that the pair of control structures in (9) would better elucidate the theoretical landscape:

(9) Peter was trying to remember
   a. who carried what last week.
   b. what who carried last week.

   Culicover & Jackendoff hypothesize that (9a) is as good as (8a,b), but (9b) is worse than (8c,d). If so, then some violations with two wh-phrases are worse than counterparts with three. In order to test this claim quantitatively, Gibson & Fedorenko (submitted) evaluated all six sentence types in (8) and (9) in an off-line survey on Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk, a marketplace interface that can be used for collecting behavioral data over the internet. The results from Fedorenko & Gibson (in press) were replicated. Furthermore, it was observed that the ratings for (9a) and (9b) were
statistically identical to those for (8a) and (8c) respectively, contrary to Culicover & Jackendoff’s intuition.

More generally and as discussed in 3.3, it is always going to be the case that there are factors that are uncontrolled in any experimental comparison. The main point of this paper is that such comparisons should be evaluated quantitatively. For a language like English, this is very easy to do.

**Case study 3**

Another case study that involves materials with multiple-wh-extractions is due to Chomsky (1986). Chomsky (1986; p. 48, example (105)) presented example (10) with the claim that it is more acceptable than sentences that violate the Superiority Condition like (11) (example (108) from Chomsky, 1986, p. 49), due to a process of “vacuous movement”:

(10) What do you wonder who saw?


Although Chomsky acknowledges later in the text that (10) may not be fully acceptable, he presents this example without an asterisk, whereas (11) is marked with an asterisk, making it clear that Chomsky believes that (10) is more acceptable than (11).⁸

He then makes theoretical claims that rely on this and other relative acceptability

---

⁸ These two sentences are of course not a minimal pair, because of several uncontrolled differences between the items, including (a) the wh-question in (11) is a matrix wh-question, while the wh-question in (12) is an embedded wh-question; and (b) the lexical items in the two sentences aren’t the same (“I” vs. “you”). These differences were controlled in the experimental comparison reported below.
judgments. In particular, Chomsky proposes the Vacuous Movement Hypothesis, whereby “vacuous movement is not obligatory at S-Structure” (Chomsky, 1986, p. 49-50). According to this hypothesis, in a derivation from D-structure to S-Structure, movement of wh-elements to a position in the specifier of CP (Spec-CP) is not obligatory when such a position is linearly adjacent to the Spec-CP (e.g., in the subject position of the embedded clause), thereby allowing the wh-phrase “what” in (10) to first move from the object position of “saw” to the Spec-CP in the embedded clause, and then to the top-level Spec-CP position in this derivation. In the derivation from S-Structure to logical form (LF), wh-phrases must move to Spec-CP positions in order to get their interpretations. At this point, the wh-phrase “who” in the embedded subject position must move to the embedded Spec-CP position, and the derivation is grammatical. Consider now a sentence like (11). As in the derivation of a sentence like (10), the Vacuous Movement Hypothesis also applies in (11), allowing the wh-phrase “what” to move from the object position of “saw” to the Spec-CP in the embedded clause in a derivation from D-structure to S-Structure. But in the ensuing derivation from S-Structure to LF, the wh-phrase “who” must also move to a Spec-CP position, and there is no unfilled Spec-CP position for it to move to. Hence the derivation is disallowed, rendering (11) ungrammatical.9

In order to evaluate the relative acceptability of the structures in (10) and (11), we conducted an acceptability rating experiment using Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk. In

9 An anonymous reviewer has noted that “the importance of vacuous movement has plummeted greatly since Barriers days, and thus that the judgments in question really don’t matter all that much.” Although this may be true, this is certainly a case that, in the words of Phillips (2008) “adversely affected the progress of the field of syntax”. In particular, Chomsky’s writings have a much greater impact than other syntacticians’ writings, so any errors in his work are exacerbated in the field for years to come. To give a specific example, the first author of this paper (EG) began to work in the field of syntax in the late 1980s, but was so disenchanted by several of the judgments in Chomsky (1986) that he shifted his research focus to a different topic within the area of language research.
addition to evaluating Chomsky’s empirical predictions about multiple-wh-extractions, we wanted to evaluate the viability of using the participant pool in Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk for testing linguistic hypotheses more generally. Consequently, we also evaluated the materials from an established contrast in the literature (a control experiment) which manipulated the degree of center-embedding of relative clauses in a target sentence. Replicating effects observed in a laboratory setting for these materials would help to validate the method.

The critical experiment had three conditions: the key condition of interest (modeled after example (10) above), along with two control conditions: an example violating the Superiority Condition modeled after (11), and a control example that did not violate the Superiority Condition. We presented the three conditions in supportive contexts, as in (12). (For the complete set of experimental materials, see Appendix A.)

(12) Example of a critical item

Context:
The waiter was trying to keep track of the orders for all of the tables that he was serving. He suddenly became very tired and confused. He then collapsed on the floor. The manager of the restaurant came quickly to try to understand what the waiter had been confused about.

a. *Vacuous movement* (Chomsky, 1986)

The manager tried to figure out what the waiter wondered who had ordered.

b. *Superiority Condition violation*

The manager tried to figure out if the waiter wondered what who had ordered.
c. Acceptable control

The manager tried to figure out if the waiter wondered who had ordered what.

(12a) is a contextually-supported version of (10). If Chomsky's judgments are correct, then (12a) should be rated as more acceptable than (12b) – the unacceptable version (object preceding subject) of the classic Superiority comparison – and it should be roughly as acceptable as (12c) – the acceptable version (subject preceding object) of the classic Superiority comparison (see Clifton et al. (2006) and Fedorenko & Gibson (in press, submitted(a,b)) for relevant quantitative data).

Experiment

Participants We posted surveys for sixty workers on Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk. The workers were paid for their participation. Participants were asked to indicate their native language at the beginning of the survey, but payment was not contingent on the participants’ responses to this question.

Design and materials

The materials for the critical experiment consisted of 15 sets of sentences appearing in supportive contexts. The materials were constructed based on the materials used in Experiment 1 of Fedorenko & Gibson (submitted(a)). The contexts introduced two sets of entities (restaurant patrons and their food orders in (12) above), agents and patients in relation to some verb (ordering in (12)). The context also introduced another agent (the second-verb agent – a waiter in (12)) who was uncertain about the pairings between the embedded-verb agents and the embedded-verb patients.

---

10 For summaries of issues relevant to basic experimental design for language research, see e.g., Ferreira (2005) and Myers (2009).
(e.g., the waiter was uncertain about who ordered what in (12)). Finally, there was a top-level verb agent (*the manager*) who was interested in finding out what the second-verb agent (*the waiter*) was uncertain about. This context licenses all three of the target sentences.

The items were constructed such that the nouns and verbs were as variable as possible across the items, up to the constraints imposed by the experimental design. The verbs were most constrained across the items. Each target sentence contained three verbs: two verbs that take embedded questions as complements (e.g., *figure out* and *wondered* in (12)) and a transitive verb in the most embedded clause. The most embedded verb was varied across items: 14 verbs were used across the 15 items, with the verb *presented* being the only repeated verb. Because there is a limited set of verbs that take embedded questions as complements, we repeated these verbs across items, but never within an item (that is, the top-level verb and the first embedded verb were always distinct within an item). The distribution of these verbs across items was as follows: find out (5 uses); know (4); wonder (3); remember (3); ask (3); check (3); figure out (3); learn (2); recall (2); decide (1); be uncertain (1).

The motivation for presenting these materials in supportive contexts was two-fold. First, multiple-wh-questions have several potential interpretations, including at least (a) the pair-list / n-tuple-list interpretation, (b) the echo-reprise interpretation, (c) the reference-reprise interpretation (e.g., Bolinger, 1978; Pesetsky, 2000; see e.g., Fedorenko & Gibson, submitted(a), for a recent summary). Only the n-tuple-list interpretation has been argued to elicit the subject/object asymmetry in examples like (5)-(6). Fedorenko & Gibson (submitted(b)) have provided quantitative evidence for this claim. To ensure that
the participants retrieve the intended n-tuple list interpretation in reading the critical materials, we used contexts which force this interpretation. Second, complex (multiple-clause) sentences may be difficult to interpret when presented in isolation, especially when they require constructing a complex discourse (as in the current set of sentences). We therefore wanted to minimize the cognitive load associated with constructing a discourse by providing appropriate contexts, thereby increasing our chances of detecting between-condition differences due to the critical syntactic structure manipulations.

In addition to the 15 critical items, the experiment included 12 items from the control experiment, and 10 filler items. The items for the control experiment were taken directly from Fedorenko & Gibson (submitted(a)). They manipulated the degree of center-embedding of relative clauses in a target sentence, as in (13).

(13) Example of an item from the control (center-embedding) experiment

Context: The lawyer took the case of a client who started having some complications after a recent surgery. He questioned all the doctors in the clinic who had anything to do with the client. He already knew that the neuropsychologist consulted the cardiologist sometime before the surgery and that after that, the neuropsychologist warned the surgeon. However, a few dates were missing from the medical history of the client.

a. No Embedding:
The lawyer tried to clarify when the cardiologist consulted the neuropsychologist who warned the surgeon who performed the surgery.

b. One Level:
The lawyer tried to clarify when the neuropsychologist who the cardiologist consulted warned the surgeon who performed the surgery.

c. Two Levels:
The lawyer tried to clarify when the surgeon who the neuropsychologist who the cardiologist consulted warned performed the surgery.

As discussed above, we included these materials because they had been evaluated previously by the local participant pool from our lab, as discussed in Fedorenko & Gibson (submitted(a)). This allowed us to compare the results from the current paradigm, using Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk, to the more traditional paradigm in which participants are recruited to a lab where they fill out paper surveys (see also Frank et al. 2010; Munro et al., 2010; Frank & Gibson, submitted). If we replicate the results of Fedorenko & Gibson (submitted(a)), then this would help to validate the new paradigm for obtaining experimental linguistic data (which is more time- and resource-efficient than the traditional paradigm).

As discussed in Fedorenko & Gibson (submitted(a)), Chomsky and Miller (1963) observed that the acceptability of a structure decreases with the level of embedding. A plausible reason for the difference among the structures with more / fewer levels of embedding has to do with working memory limitations (e.g., Gibson, 1998; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005). Fedorenko & Gibson (submitted(a)) observed that the structures with two levels of center-embedding were rated as significantly less acceptable than the other two conditions, with no differences between the less complex conditions.
The filler items were also similar to the critical experimental materials in terms of their general structure, such that they consisted of a several sentences long context and a critical sentence following it. The critical sentence contained an embedded question in all of the items. An example of a filler item is shown in (14).

(14) Example of a filler item:
Context: The chemist was preparing to conduct a new experiment. He prepared all the necessary chemicals and beakers. His lab assistant was supposed to come soon and help him in carrying out the experiment. The chemist could not find the lab notebook with the notes on the experiment, which was conducted last week. The chemist was trying to remember where the lab assistant kept the notebook.

Three lists were created following a Latin-Square design, such that each participant saw only one version of each item. Two different random orders of each of these lists were generated, for a total of six lists. Each list was presented to ten participants.

**Procedure** The participants were given the following instructions:

*Please read each short paragraph, then answer the questions immediately following, and provide the requested rating.*

*Please read the paragraph context before answering the questions and giving the rating!*

The context was preceded by the word “CONTEXT:”, and the target sentence was preceded by the words “TARGET SENTENCE:”.
In order to ensure that the participants read the contexts and the critical sentences carefully and understood what the sentences were intended to convey, we included two questions for each trial: the first about the content of the context, and the second about the content of the target sentence. For example, the context question following example (12) was as in (15), and the question about the target sentence was as in (16):

(15) Did the waiter get tired and confused?
(16) Was the manager trying to figure out something about what the waiter was wondering?

The answers to questions (15) and (16) were both “yes”. “Yes” and “no” responses were balanced across items such that each list had equal numbers of yes and no answers. Participants entered their answer to the question by clicking the appropriate (“Yes” or “No”) radio button on the Mechanical Turk web page.

Following the two questions, the participant was asked to provide a rating for the sentence in the context (preceded by the heading “Rating of TARGET SENTENCE in CONTEXT”) by clicking a radio button beside the appropriate rating. There were five choices for each sentence: “Extremely unnatural”, “Somewhat unnatural”, “Possible”, “Somewhat natural”, and “Extremely natural”. These responses were converted to numerical scores from 1 (Extremely unnatural) to 5 (Extremely natural) for the analyses.

The experiment took approximately 20 minutes to complete.

Results
The data from non-native English speakers and from people outside the United States were not analyzed, leaving the survey data from 56 participants. In addition, the data from participants who either left more than 10% of the survey unanswered or answered fewer than 75% of the comprehension questions correctly were not analyzed, thus omitting the data from five additional participants. The data from 51 participants remained.

**Analyses**

All analyses reported here were conducted with the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2008) for the statistical language R (R Core Development Team, 2008). Significance ($p$) values were obtained using the function pvals.fnc in the R package languageR (Baayen, 2008). This function uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation to approximate the posterior distribution over possible values of all of the parameters in the model given the data, and reports $p$ values showing for each parameter the proportion of that distribution which crosses zero.

**Comprehension question accuracy**

The dependent measure of interest in both the critical and the control experiments was sentence rating. Comprehension questions were included in order to ensure that the participants understood what the sentences were intended to convey. This goal was achieved. Whereas 3 of the initial 60 participants answered the comprehension questions at a rate of below 75% across all the items (and were therefore not included in the analyses), the remaining participants answered the comprehension questions at a rate of
95.1% across conditions. The rates for each condition for each experiment are presented in Table 1. There were no reliable between-condition differences in accuracies in either of the two experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple-wh extraction experiment</th>
<th>Accuracy in percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(11a) Vacuous movement</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11b) Superiority Condition Violation</td>
<td>96.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11c) Acceptable control</td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Center-embedding experiment</th>
<th>Accuracy in percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(12a) Zero</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12b) One</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12c) Two</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filler</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comprehension question accuracy across conditions for the two experiments and the filler items.

**Ratings**

The means for the three conditions in the multiple-wh extraction experiment are presented in Table 2. We performed a linear mixed-effects regression including
condition as a dummy-coded factor and participants and items as random intercepts. This analysis demonstrated that the vacuous movement condition was rated as significantly worse than either the Superiority violation condition ($\beta = .486$ points on a 5-point scale; $p < .0001$) or the acceptable control condition ($\beta = 1.859$ points on a 5-point scale; $p < .0001$).

Multiple-wh extraction experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Average Rating (Std. Error)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(11a) Vacuous movement</td>
<td>2.17 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11b) Superiority Condition Violation</td>
<td>2.65 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11c) Acceptable control</td>
<td>4.03 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mean sentence ratings in the multiple-wh extraction experiment. “1” = “Extremely unnatural” - “5” = “Extremely natural” in the given context.

The means for the three conditions for the control center-embedding experiment are presented in Table 3. We performed a linear mixed-effects regression including condition as a dummy-coded factor and participants and items as random intercepts. This analysis demonstrated that the two levels of center-embedding condition was rated as significantly worse than either the zero ($\beta = 1.18$ points on a 5 point scale; $p < .0001$) or one level of center-embedding conditions ($\beta = 1.08$ points on a 5 point scale; $p < .0001$), but that there was no significant difference between the zero-level and one-level of
center-embedding conditions ($\beta = 0.10$ points on a 5-point scale; $p=.283$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of center-embedding</th>
<th>Rating (Std. Error)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(13a) Zero</td>
<td>2.77 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13b) One</td>
<td>2.67 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13c) Two</td>
<td>1.59 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Mean sentence ratings in the center-embedding experiment. “1” = “Extremely unnatural” - “5” = “Extremely natural” in the given context.

**Discussion**

The control experiment closely replicated the results from Fedorenko & Gibson (submitted(a)). In particular, the means across the three condition for Fedorenko & Gibson’s experiment were 4.1, 4.0 and 2.9 for the zero, one and two levels of center-embedding conditions, on a 7-point scale of acceptability (a slight difference from the current experiment, which used a 5-point scale). Like the current experiment, the condition with two levels of center-embedding was rated as significantly less acceptable than the other two conditions, with no difference between zero and one level of embedding. This replication, together with similar replications on Mechanical Turk of experiments in the lab from Frank et al. (2010), Munro et al. (2010) and Frank & Gibson (submitted), establishes that the method of obtaining experimental linguistic data through Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk is viable.
The results of the experiment that evaluated Chomsky’s (1986) empirical claim about examples like (10) / (12a) demonstrate that, contrary to Chomsky’s claim that such sentences are acceptable, these examples are much less acceptable than the unacceptable versions of the Superiority Condition (11) / (12b). Furthermore, these examples are not nearly as acceptable as the acceptable version of the traditional Superiority comparison (12c). This pattern of data is not predicted by Chomsky’s theorizing in this domain and therefore puts into question all the theoretical work that has built on these contrasts. An experiment would have clarified these issues years ago and would have prevented theorizing aimed at accounting for non-existent effects.

A question remains as to why the vacuous movement sentences (12a) are less acceptable than the unacceptable Superiority Condition sentences (12b). One possibility is that in (12a) the wh-pronoun what is separated from its role-assigning verb ordered by an intervening clause, whereas no such additional clause separates the wh-pronoun what from its role-assigning verb ordered in (12b). Connecting wh-fillers with embedded positions has been shown to be sensitive to the linear distance of the dependency (Gibson, 1998, 2000; Gordon, Hendrick & Johnson, 2001; Grodner & Gibson, 2005; Warren & Gibson, 2002; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005; Lewis, Vasishth & Van Dyke, 2006). The additional long-distance dependency in (12a) may therefore make it more complex than (12b), leading to greater unacceptability.

A second possibility, raised by an anonymous reviewer, is that the contexts that we constructed here (including the questions that were asked of the comprehender) may favor an interpretation in line with (12b) or (12c), but less so for the vacuous movement conditions (12a). However, we think that this is an unlikely possibility because the
contexts were specifically created in order to license the long-distance vacuous movement extractions. In particular, the contexts had to contain two people, each of whom was uncertain about what happened in a set of events, one embedded within another. This kind of context is exactly what is needed to license the vacuous movement conditions (and also happens to license the double wh-extraction conditions as a by-product). We therefore think that it is unlikely that the contexts are somehow biased against the vacuous movement interpretation.

7. Concluding remarks

In this paper we have discussed several instances from the syntax literature in which a questionable intuitive judgment has led to an incorrect generalization, which has then led to unsupported theorizing that many researchers have followed. As we have discussed in Section 3.5, we believe that these errors are due to cognitive biases on the part of the experimenter and the people who they consult: (a) the experimenter will often have a confirmation bias favoring the success of the predicted result, with the consequence that he/she will tend to justify ignoring intuitions from speakers that do not fit the predicted pattern; (b) the experimenter, and in some cases the people providing the judgments, will be unconsciously affected by the hypotheses in making their judgments about the relevant experimental materials. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.6, social factors may affect behavior in non-quantitative evaluations of hypotheses, so that, for example, people providing the judgments may be biased because they subconsciously want to please the experimenter. These are all unconscious biases that affect all people (including an author of this article, as we have demonstrated in Case Study 1).
Although Phillips (2008) claimed that examples like the ones discussed in this and other papers do not exist, we hope that it is now apparent that such examples do exist. Indeed, most experiments that we have run which attempt to test a hypothesis in the syntax or semantics / pragmatics literature have resulted in a pattern of data that had not been hypothesized before the experiment (e.g., Breen et al., in press; Fedorenko & Gibson, in press; Patel et al., 2009; Scontras & Gibson, submitted). There are probably many more such instances in the literature, especially for materials with multiple clauses and/or temporary or global ambiguity. However, as discussed above, even if there were no examples which led to incorrect generalizations and unsound theorizing, it would be healthy for the fields of syntax / semantics to have more rigorous data collection and reporting standards, for several reasons:

1. The fact that the current methodology is invalid has the unwelcome consequence that researchers with stronger methodological standards (including those in related fields) will often ignore the current theories and empirical claims from the field of linguistics. These researchers would be more likely to pay attention to the developments in the field if the methodology were valid, leading to faster progress.

2. Because quantitative investigations are less subject to cognitive biases, gathering quantitative data is likely to frequently falsify hypotheses. This in turn will lead researchers to entertain alternative hypotheses, which is critical in making progress in any field of science.

3. Whereas intuitions are often useful in getting started in cognitive psychology, many reliable effects aren’t accessible via intuitions and may require more
sensitive measures. The use of rigorous data collection standards across multiple methods is likely to increase the chances of detecting potentially subtle distinctions which nevertheless may be critical to distinguish among different theoretical positions.

But as we have discussed above, gathering quantitative data does not guarantee easy solutions to open questions about the nature of language. Even when quantitative data are gathered, there can be confounding influences and incorrect interpretations of data. However, following existing standards from cognitive science for presenting quantitative analyses will minimize the presentation of data that are spurious, driven by cognitive biases on the part of the researchers.

Finally, a question that is often put to us is whether it is necessary to evaluate every empirical claim quantitatively. A major problem with the fields of syntax and semantics is that many papers include no quantitative evidence in support of their research hypotheses. Because conducting experiments is now so easy to do with the advent of Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk, we recommend gathering quantitative evidence for all empirical claims. However, it would clearly be a vast improvement to the field for all research papers to include at least some quantitative evidence evaluating their research hypotheses.
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Appendix A: Materials for the experiment in Case Study 3

Each condition was presented in the supportive context at the beginning of each item. Condition (a) is the vacuous movement condition, condition (b) is the Superiority violation condition, and condition (c) is the acceptable control condition.

1. The waiter was trying to keep track of the orders for all of the tables that he was serving. He suddenly became very tired and confused. He then collapsed on the floor. The manager of the restaurant came quickly to try to understand what the waiter had been confused about.
   a. The manager tried to figure out what the waiter wondered who had ordered.
   b. The manager tried to figure out if the waiter wondered what who had ordered.
   c. The manager tried to figure out if the waiter wondered who had ordered what.

2. At Christmas the employees of a company played a game of Secret Santa. Each employee brought a wrapped gift addressed to another employee and secretly placed it under the Christmas tree. At the party, everybody unwrapped their gifts. The manager looked interested and watched everybody attentively.
   a. One of the employees asked what the manager tried to find out who brought.
   b. One of the employees asked if the manager tried to find out what who brought.
   c. One of the employees asked if the manager tried to find out who brought what.

3. A big conference for the American Cancer Society was held at the Marriott Hotel. As it often happens, many of the attendees lost various items by leaving them in the conference hall or in the corridors during the breaks. Luckily, the hotel had a lost-and-found service, which kept all the items. During the last day of the conference, several people were standing in line at the lost-and-found office trying to locate their misplaced belongings.
   a. The hotel manager came to check what the maid was trying to figure out who was missing.
   b. The hotel manager came to check if the maid was trying to figure out what who was missing.
   c. The hotel manager came to check if the maid was trying to figure out who was missing what.

4. A marketing research company was conducting an analysis of how effective event sponsorship is. Specifically, they were interested in how much the sponsoring of sports events boosts the companies' profits. The intern who was hired to work on this project was told to compile a list of important sports events in the last five years and the names of the sponsors.
   a. The supervisor wanted to know what the intern found out who sponsored.
   b. The supervisor wanted to know if the intern found out what who sponsored.
   c. The supervisor wanted to know if the intern found out who sponsored what.

5. At the university, several professors and a group of graduate students were organizing a workshop. A professor from the physics department was in charge of the schedule. He had to invite some speakers from various universities, and he also had to assign some papers to be presented by graduate students.
   a. One of the students asked what the professor had decided who would present.
   b. One of the students asked if the professor had decided what who would present.
   c. One of the students asked if the professor had decided who would present what.
6. For Christmas, the parents of children attending kindergarten were planning a party where one of the fathers would dress as Santa Claus and would give out presents to the kids. All the parents told him about the kinds of presents their children wanted and about the kinds of presents they promised the children Santa Claus would bring.
   a. Before the party, one of the parents wanted to know what the designated Santa Claus was likely to recall who wanted.
   b. Before the party, one of the parents wanted to know if the designated Santa Claus was likely to recall what who wanted.
   c. Before the party, one of the parents wanted to know if the designated Santa Claus was likely to recall who wanted what.

7. It was the end of the semester at the culinary school and the final grades were due soon. In the French cuisine class, the instructor was evaluating students' work by having each student bring a French dish they prepared, one student for each classroom session. This way, at the beginning of each class there was a tasting session where the instructor and the students in the class evaluated the dish on several dimensions. The instructor didn't take careful notes throughout the semester, hoping that his memory would serve him well.
   a. The students wondered what the instructor would remember who cooked.
   b. The students wondered if the instructor would remember what who cooked.
   c. The students wondered if the instructor would remember who cooked what.

8. The owner of a bicycle rental shop hired three assistants for the summer, because he was having an unusually high number of customers. On the first day of work, the assistants rented out many bikes, but they didn't keep careful records of the transactions.
   a. The owner asked what the assistants remembered who rented.
   b. The owner asked if the assistants remembered what who rented.
   c. The owner asked if the assistants remembered who rented what.

9. Some architecture students at the local school of design were taking a tour of the city. They visited many different areas and saw many interesting buildings designed by famous architects.
   a. Their professor wanted to check what the students had learned who designed.
   b. Their professor wanted to check if the students had learned what who designed.
   c. Their professor wanted to check if the students had learned who designed what.

10. Each student in a psychology class had to make a short presentation at some point in the semester. The professor was sick for a few weeks, and another professor was substituting for him. However, the substitute professor forgot to write down the presentations that took place in each class.
    a. The professor was uncertain what the substitute professor could recall who presented.
    b. The professor was uncertain if the substitute professor could recall what who presented.
    c. The professor was uncertain if the substitute professor could recall who presented what.

11. The students in the 6th grade went on a day trip to the New England Aquarium. At the end of the tour everybody rushed to the gift shop to buy some souvenirs. Some of the students didn't bring any money and had to borrow from their friends. However, later, some of the kids were confused about who borrowed money from them or from whom they borrowed money.
a. The supervisor tried to find out what the kids had figured out who borrowed.
b. The supervisor tried to find out if the kids had figured out who borrowed.
c. The supervisor tried to find out if the kids had figured out who borrowed what.

12. Several doctors were working in the cardiology department. It was a busy day and each doctor saw many patients. The doctors prescribed different medications to different patients. However, the secretary was sloppy and got confused about all the different prescriptions.
a. One of the doctors wanted to know what the secretary was trying to find out who prescribed.
b. One of the doctors wanted to know if the secretary was trying to find out what who prescribed.
c. One of the doctors wanted to know if the secretary was trying to find out who prescribed what.

13. The undergraduate student advisor in the biology department was keeping track of which classes the biology majors took each semester. The department recently relocated to a new building and some of the files got lost.
a. The advisor wondered what the head tutor recalled who took.
b. The advisor wondered if the head tutor recalled what who took.
c. The advisor wondered if the head tutor recalled who took what.

14. Peter was moving to a new bigger apartment in the same building and he asked some of his friends to help him carry furniture and boxes on Sunday. He had five people helping him and it took them about five hours to move everything. When everything was moved, Peter noticed that one chair and a small bookshelf were nowhere to be found.
a. Peter tried to find out what his friends remembered who moved.
b. Peter tried to find out if his friends remembered what who moved.
c. Peter tried to find out if his friends remembered who moved what.

15. Andrew had a literature test tomorrow at school. He had to know about the life of famous writers and about their literary works.
a. His father checked what Andrew had learned who wrote.
b. His father checked if Andrew had learned what who wrote.
c. His father checked if Andrew had learned who wrote what.